
Crossed The Great Divide with 
Levon Helm.


Levon Helm played with The Band. 
He played the drums, the mandolin, 
the fiddle and any instrument that 
was in his hands. He was an 
expressive, soulful singer for one of 
the greatest American bands there 
has ever been.


My band, The Paradise Rockers, 
opened for The Band at a 
Washington DC music venue called The Bayou in 1988 or ‘89. The Rockers would have been 
my brother, Doug Kemp on drums, Dave Chappell on guitar and, possibly Johnny Castle on 
bass (I can’t quite remember).


I was introduced to The Band by a high school friend, Cotton Karrer, in 1970. I saw The Band 
perform with Bob Dylan in 1975. More than any other band, The Band, had a profound 
influence on my musical path. I listened to their records almost daily during the early ‘70s. I 
was briefly in a band with Cotton and a piano player named Sara Huff in high school. We called 
ourselves Po’ Buckra. We did a few of the Band’s songs. One that I really liked was called 
“Jawbone.”


The Band at the time when I opened for them featured Levon Helm on drums, Rick Danko on 
bass, Garth Hudson on keyboards and Jim Weider on guitar. Two of the original members, 
Robbie Robertson and Richard Manuel, were no longer touring. Robbie Robertson was a solo 
artist, and Richard Manuel had died. 


I remember my brother, Doug, and Levon getting on well, enjoying a couple of long neck 
Budweiser beers. I remember the gorgeous vocal harmonies that Levon and Rick performed. I 
remember Garth sitting at his organ, eyes closed, rocking slowly as he was in the music. 




“Across the Great Divide” is a song from The Band’s 1969 record, The Band. Written by Robbie 
Robertson, Richard Manuel sings the lead vocal of this American classic. The song is an 
optimistic story about meeting in that place where two sides come together, East & West, 
North & South, Past & Present. 


Thank you to Levon Helm for your spirit, soul and artistry. Thank you to Robbie Robertson for 
your keen eye, ear, words and music. Thank you to Richard Manuel for your deep delivery and 
hopeful tinge. Thank you to Rick Danko for your smile, thumb thumping and heartfelt low-end 
passion. Thank you to Garth Hudson for your musical genius, palette of fills, pads and riffs.


https://levonhelm.com/about
http://theband.hiof.no
http://www.musicfilmweb.com/2013/07/bayou-washington-music-documentary-dave-lilling/
https://youtu.be/8IF13JxXvGI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Band_%2528album%2529

